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VIKING X-TREME
The Viking X-treme is made from a strong lightweight polyurethane material,
with PU reinforced knee pads fitted for additional protection. Suits come as
standard with neoprene lined rubber boots. The X-treme makes an ideal suit
for sports diving, in particular wreck diving, where puncture resistance is a top
priority. Available in rear and front entry options. The suit comes with a swivelling inlet valve, and a low profile exhaust valve as standard.
GARMENT MATERIAL

Strong, lightweight polymer coated PU material with a material weight of
approx. 474 gm/m2. Available in black/black or black/blue.
SEAMS

The seams are high frequency welded, and include an internal heat applied
seam tape for comfort. This method of seaming is highly effective particularly where there may be contaminants present in the water.
FOOTWEAR

5 mm neoprene lined, rubber coated boots with attached fin keeper fitted as standard.
ZIPPER

Rear entry suits are fitted with an 85 cm welded PU zipper, and front entry
suits come with a 90 cm welded PU zipper. Zip flap fitted as standard.
REINFORCEMENTS

PU reinforced knee pads fitted for added durability.
SUSPENDERS

Removable adjustable elasticated suspenders come as standard with
every suit.
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NECKSEAL

X-treme suits come fitted with a standard latex neck seal.
HOODS

A latex or neoprene hood may be attached as an option.
CUFFS

Latex pro cuffs fitted as standard.
CUFF RINGS

Cuff rings may be attached to the suit either permanently, or if preferred,
detachable and mounted over the latex cuff. There is also a bayonet glove
ring system available.
STANDARD SUIT SIZE RANGE

The Viking X-treme is available in 10 standard sizes:
00 - 04
00 Wide - 04 Wide
Detailed size measurements may be found on the Viking website.
INCLUDED WITH EVERY SUIT

Each suit is delivered in a nylon suit bag, and includes user manual, repair
kit and suspenders.
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The inlet valve is a 360° swivel, and comes with detachable hose. The inlet
valve is centrally located on rear entry suits, and offset on front entry suits.
A low profile arm mounted exhaust valve is placed on the upper left arm.
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